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On the number of line tangents to four triangles in three-dimensional
space




Hervé Brönnimann

Olivier Devillers

Abstract. We establish upper and lower bounds
on the number of connected components of lines
tangent to four triangles in  . We show that four
triangles in  may admit at least 88 tangent lines,
and at most 216 isolated tangent lines, or an infinity (this may happen if the lines supporting the
sides of the triangles are not in general position).
In the latter case, the tangent lines may form up to
216 connected components, at most 54 of which
can be infinite. The bounds are likely to be too
large, but we can strengthen them with additional
hypotheses: for instance, if no four lines, each
supporting an edge of a different triangle, lie on
a common ruled quadric (possibly degenerate to a
plane), then the number of tangents is always finite
and at most 162; if the four triangles are disjoint,
then this number is at most 210; and if both conditions are true, then the number of tangents is at
most 156 (the lower bound 88 still applies).


In this paper, we are interested in lines tangents to four triangles. Our interest in lines tangent to triangles, and generally
to polytopes in  , is motivated by visibility problems. In
computer graphics and robotics, scenes are often represented
as unions of not necessarily disjoint polygonal or polyhedral
objects. The objects that can be seen in a particular direction
from a moving viewpoint may change when the line of sight
becomes tangent to one or more objects in the scene. Since
the line of sight then becomes tangent to a subset of the edges
of the polygons and polyhedra representing the scene, questions about lines tangent to four polygons arise very naturally
in this context.
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By a triangle in  , we understand the convex hull of three distinct points in . . We are not discussing degenerate triangles which reduce to a segment or to
a point. Given four triangles /10 , /32 , / , and /54 in 6 , denote

by 789/,0:5/32;:</ :</41= the number of lines tangent to all four tri
angles.1 Note that this number can be infinite if, for example,
four sides of the triangles are supported by four lines that lie
on a hyperbolic paraboloid. Let us denote by >.4 the set of all
quadruplets of triangles 89/?0;:5/32):5/ :5/41= with the property that
 of lines 8 F 0 :5F 2 :3F :3F 4 =
4BADCE quadruplets
for any of the @

such that F1G supports an edge of /G , the four lines do not belong to a quadric (a paraboloid hyperbolic or a hyperboloid
of one sheet), and no two of these lines are coplanar. In particular, for every 8H/ 0 :5/ 2 :5/ :5/ 4 =JIK> 4 , there are at most two

lines tangent to the lines supporting any quadruplet of edges,
E*LNM .
hence 78H/ 0 :5/ 2 :</ :</ 4 = is finite and at most

In this paper, we are primarily interested in the number

7OH4 PHQ R,S?T,U VW A \^]`_,a ]9bXZa ]9cdYa ] [ egfih)j1e 789/ 0 :5/ 2 5: /  :</ 4 =
Our main results are two-fold. First, we show that

C)C

. More precisely, there
Theorem 1 We have 7kOH4 P9Q R<S*T<U VW l
is a configuration of four disjoint triangles in m which admit
finitely many, but at least 88, distinct tangent lines.
Next, we improve the upper bound on
disjoint case.

74

slightly, in the

E*LNM

Theorem 2 We have 7kOH4 P9Q R<S*T<U VW n
. More precisely, if
E*LNM distinct tanfour triangles are in >o4 , they admit at most
1
E
)
p
L
gent lines. This number is at most
if the triangles are
disjoint.
Unfortunately, we cannot claim that if the number of tangent lines is finite, then it is at most 162, because the number
may be finite although the four triangles do not belong to > 4 .
When the four triangles are not in > 4 , the number of lines
tangent to all four triangles can be infinite, and even when it
is finite it could be more than 162. In this case, we may group
these tangents by connected components: two line tangents
are in the same component if one may move continuously
1 A line tangent to four triangles does not properly cross the interior of
these triangles, and so it corresponds to an unoccluded line of sight. If it is
contained in the plane of any of these triangles, it may intersect the interior
but it is not considered a proper crossing. Indeed, the line is still tangent to
the triangle considered as a degenerate three-dimensional polytope.
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between
the two lines while staying tangent to the four triq
angles. Let 7sr`8H/ 0 :</ 2 :5/ :5/ 4 = denote the number of connected

components of tangent lines to four triangle, and let

Hyperbolic paraboloid, with l1, l2, l3, (in blue), l4 (navy),
and the two transversals x and y (in red)

X _ a Y;] b [ a ] c a ] e f 7 r 98 /<0;:5/32):5/ :</41=
7 4r OHP9Q R,S?T,U VW A tu;v \^] Z

Each quadruplet of edges may induce up to four components
M;w
of tangent lines [2], bringing the upper bound to @ . We
can give a better bound on the number 7.4r of connected components of lines tangent to four triangles in any position. We
only state the following theorem (the proof will appear in the
complete version).

MyE*L

ME*z

Theorem 3 We have 7x4r OHP9Q R,S?T,U VW n
(and
if the triangles are disjoint). Moreover, the number of infinite compop;w
nents is bounded above by .

{

|}~~&'i'y

For the lower bound, we construct four disjoint triangles in
such a way that they admit at least 88 tangents. At the heart
of our construction is a perturbation scheme from a configuration of lines  0 ,  2 ,  and  4 which have exactly two

transversal lines and  . We will perturb each 3G into coplanar lines, Gr and G r r , in order to multiply and  into two sets
of tangent lines. By choosing the perturbation carefully, we
argue that those tangent lines will be tangent to the triangles
/ G defined by the three lines  G , `Gr , and Gr r .
One way to obtain such a configuration is by taking ?0 , 92 ,
  on a hyperbolic paraboloid (see Figure 1). This paraboloid
admits two families of ruling lines, and we take ,0 ,  2 ,  in

one of the two families. Next we choose a vertical plane  4
intersecting the paraboloid in a conic  (actually, a parabola;
see Figure 1) and a line  4 in  4 that cuts  in two points,
4 and  4 . The lines that belong to the second family of
lines ruling the paraboloid passing through these two points
are denoted and  , and and intersect  0 :*?*?:< 4 . In order to
avoid any kind of degenerate configurations, we may take all
four lines algebraically independent.
For our construction, a bit of notation helps. Given three
skew lines  ,  ,  , we denote by 8H:g:<?= the set of their
line transversals, and by 8H:,:,?= the quadric ruled by these
lines. In particular we will denote by $ the quadric passE M w distinct from
through the lines  G for all $I : :<@%:
ing
. We denote by oG a (not necessarily vertical) plane passAE : M :,@: w ). Note that each plane kG ining through G (
tersects the corresponding quadric JG in a non-degenerate
conic %G , and in this plane the line iG intersects G in two
A G and NG A JG . We can always pick
points, G
G such that G is a parabola, or in case of a hyperbola, such
that  G intersects the same branch twice. This will be important in the construction below and is referred to as the local
convexity of  G in the neighborhood of and  .

 (d5~ ?¡-

The situation in  4 is depicted in
Figure 2(left). The first step of our construction is to pick

0 ,2 ,

Figure 1: The initial configuration
hyperbolic paraboloid  4 .

and

4

with the

a point on H4 outside the conic 4 (on the side of ¢4 ) and
rotate  4 into a line 4 r by a very small angle £N4 . This introduces two points or4 and %4 r . Then we pick a line 34 r r which
intersects 4 in two points in the very small arc from 4 to
 4 r . Note that this line is almost tangent to 4 . The lines
 4 , H4r and 4r r thus intersects  4 into six points, which are as
close as we want to 4 and  4 . The local convexity of  4
around  ensures that those points actually lie on the triangle
/ 4 bounded by  4 , H4r and 4r r .2 These six points corresponds
to six lines that are transversal to  0 ,  2 ,  and tangent to the

triangle / 4 , and which are as close as we want to and  .
(See Figure 2(right).)
Pi4 near y4 (sheared)
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Figure 2: (left) In  4 , the line  4 cuts 
 4 . (right) From 2 intersections to 6.
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in two points,

4

and

 (d5K~1¤The second step takes place in  .

The quadric 8H0:, 2;:<`4 r = cuts  in a conic ¥$r very close to

 necessarily
  , while 8H`0:< 2):<H4r r = cuts   in a conic ¥$ r r (not
close to  ). Note that sr intersects  in two points r and r





very close to
and  , while or r intersects  in two points




between  and r . Thus either (i) ¥¦r r is almost tangent to  ,




or (i) it is hyperbola whose two branches are almost parallel
in the neighborhood of  . (See Figure 3(left)).

In any case, we pick a point on  outside the segment
 rotate  into a line
89  :<  = (this time on the side of   ) and
Hr by a small angle £  . Thus `r intersects   in two points
close to
 and   and k r in two points close to or and r .
2 Local convexity is crucial here: If §i¨ had been concave in a neighborhood of © , as would have happened if § ¨ had been a hyperbola and ª ¨ had
cut its two branches, then ª ¨« « would have actually put © ¨ and ©¨« outside the
triangle ¬ ¨ .
185
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Pi3
1

As before, we pick a point on  2 outside the segment
89 2 :< 2 = (say near  2 ) and rotate  2 into a line 2r by a small
angle £)2 . Unfortunately, if the second and third groups are
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Figure 3: (top) In  , the line  cuts  , or and kr r in six


 

points, close to
and  . (bottom) From 6 intersections to


L®KL®¯wA°E*L : (left) near (right) near  .





By choosing £ small enough (£ 4 being fixed) we can also

guarantee that ir intersects or r in two points close to  and
 enough with respect to the
yr . Finally, we choose £  big
curvature of  and sr so that3 the portions of  and sr




close to
and r in the angular sector between  and r




both admit a line r r that intersects both conics in two points

each within that sector. Note that  r r is almost tangent to both

curves  and sr .


Note the apparent contradiction: £ must be big enough

w.r.t. curvature of and distance between  and kr to allow


for the existence of r r , yet small enough for 5r to intersect


o r r . We resolve it by arguing that choosing the direction of
rotation of ir carefully: In case (i), we rotate 5r towards the


direction of the concavity of  r r . Thus the two intersections

with or r still exist for quite large values of £ . Note that case


(ii) poses no problem. This essentially removes the contradiction.
Again, the local convexity of both  and kr is used to


guarantee that all these points lie on the triangle / bounded

in  by  , `r and r r . Together, i0 ,  2 , / and /54 have
 is depicted
 lines. The situation
L±° L±²w² A³ E*L tangent
in Figure 3(top).

 (d5¦~o1´-

In  2 , in addition to  2 , we now have
three other conics very close to  2 (intersection with  2 of4
8H 0 :,  :,H4r = , 8H 0 :<`r :< 4 = , and ¦8` 0 :<Hr :,H4r = ). There are also
a second group of two conics resulting from the intersection

with  2 of ¦8` 0 :?1 :,Hr :,H4 r r = , which may be almost tangent


to  2 near N2 as in case (i) above, or hyperbolas whose two
branches intersect `2 near N2 as in case (ii) above. Similarly,
there is a third group of two conics resulting from the inter
section with 2 of ¦8``0:<`r r :?1µ4;:,H4 r = , which intersect `2 near

2 (either case (i) or (ii)). (See Figure 4(left).)

¶·

3 This is the sore point:
must be big enough w.r.t. curvature of and
distance between
and
to allow for , yet small enough for
to
intersect . Until we do the concrete construction, the doubt remains...
4 We will extend
with a set-theoretic notation to avoid tedious repetitions. For instance,
refers to the union of the four
possible combinations.

§·« «
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both in case (i) and their tangencies are on opposite sides of
 2 , we cannot choose the direction of rotation as for   above,
because we may lose the intersections with the group whose
tangency is on the other side of the direction of the rotation.
It turns out that we can place the four lines  0 ,  2 ,  , and  4

such that the second and third groups are both tangent to  2
on the same side. Thus we can choose to rotate g2 r towards
that direction (without constraints on £ 2 ) and intersect the
first group of conics in eight points, and the second and third
groups in another eight points, four near  2 and four near 2 ,
introducing sixteen new transversals.
As for 2r r , we choose it almost tangent to the first group
of four conics so that intersects all four twice near 2 in the
angular sector between  2 and 2 r . Again, the apparent contradiction on the order of magnitude of £ 2 w.r.t. the curvature
of these conics near o2 and the need for £y2 to be small is resolved by the direction of rotation which guarantees the existence of the intersections between  2 r and the second group of
conics even for rather large values of £2 . Thus 2r r introduces
an additional eight new transversals.
Let the triangle /<2 be bounded in k2 by 92 , `2 r and `2r r .
Again, the local convexity of all the conics guarantees that
all the new transversals to 2 ,  2r and  2 r r are actually tangent
to the triangle / bounded in  by  , Hr and r r . Together,
 0 , / 2 , /  and / 4  have E*L¿ÀE1M&Á CA  @ L  tangent lines. (See
Figure 4(right).)
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Figure 4: (left) In  2 , the line  2 cuts three groups of conics,
those close to  2 , those tangent to  2 at 2 , and those tangent
E1LmÂE1L®ÃC$Awz .
at )2 . (right) From 16 intersections to

 (d5K~Ä- In  0 , the situation has multiplied.
Close to  0 are eight conics (including  0 ) intersection



of  0 with ¦831 2 :<`2 r :?1 :,Hr :?1 4 :,H4 r = . There are also


four conics (second group) intersecting  0 near  0 , result

ing from the quadrics 812:,H2r :1 :<Hr :<µ4;:,H4 r r = . And two


groups (third and fourth) of four conics each, intersecting


H0 near o0 , which result
from ¦8`2r r :?: :<`r :?1µ4;:,H4 r = and



81 2;:<H2r :<`r r :µ4):<`4r = . (See Figure 5(left).)
We play the same game, and rotate 50 into `r0 by an angle
£0 , introducing sixteen new transversals with the first group
of conics. We cannot ignore the case where the second,
third and fourth groups all fall in case (i), but in this case
at least two groups share the same side of tangency, so we
can choose the direction of rotation of d0r to introduce at least
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anoth
Å er sixteen new transversals, without restrictions on £ 0 .
Finally, we can choose 0r r to close the triangle / 0 in such a
way that its side cuts the eight conics of the first group between `0 and r0 into sixteen new points, all on the boundary
of /,0 by again using the local convexity of all conics near .0
and 0 . The situation is depicted in Figure 5(right).
thus constructed have a total of
wzHence
ÁE*LÁtheE*Lfour
ÁE*L$triangles
AC)C lines
tangent, finishing the proof of
Theorem 1.
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Figure 5: In  0 , the line  0 cuts eight conics (first group),
and three groups of four conics each, bringing the number of
wNz.E*L®E*LmE*L$AÆC)C .
intersections from 36 to
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In what precedes, we have only accounted for the
tangents that pass through only one of the sides supported
by 0r r , `2 r r , `r r , and 4 r r . Because of the short length of each

of these segments, it is hard to say whether there are common tangents to the triangles through more than one of these
sides. If the construction could be more controlled, perhaps
the lower bound could be increased.

Ê

Proof. (Sketch) The proof proceeds by constructing a bipartite graph between twelve nodes representing each edge
Ï G of every triangle /< ( AÐE : M :,@ and  AÑA E :  M :<@: w ) and
four nodes representing each triangle /Ò ( ÓÕÔ
). An arc


between Ï G and /<Ò indicates that the line supporting Ï G stabs
/5Ò . (We use arc to describe the edges of the graph, in order
to avoid confusion between edges of the graph and edges of
the triangles.) The proof rests on the claim that this graph
can have at most 18 edges (out of a possible 48). We do
not prove the claim for lack of space, but its proof rests on
a careful examination of the relative position of two disjoint
triangles, and using Lemma 4.
Ö
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It is known that four segments have at most four transversals
(or an infinity); moreover, if the four supporting lines do not
belong to a common ruled surface, then there can be at most
two transversals[2]. Thus if the triangles are in >4 , the four
4¿AÀC%E quadruplets of edges formed
triangles have at most @
by picking an edge from each triangle. Each quadruplet can
have at most two transversals, and hence we very easily obCEÍÌM¿AÎE*LNM .
tain 7¢OH4 P9Q R,S?T,U VW n
We now indicate how to improve on this bound when the
triangles are disjoint. We can show that there are at most 78
quadruplets to consider in the disjoint case, thus bounding
the number of common tangents by 156. The proof follows
that on the upper bound for the number of tangents to four
polytopes[1], but limits the number of configurations for disjoint triangles in  . For clarity, we divide the proof into two
lemmas. For lack of space, however, we do not include the
proofs of Lemma4, and only sketch the proof of Lemma 5.
Lemma 4 Fix an edge Ï of a triangle, say /10 . The number of
quadruplets of common tangents which contain Ï is always
at most 27, at most 26 if the line supporting Ï stabs only one
of the triangles /<2 , / or /4 , and at most 25 if it stabs none.

Those bounds are tight.

In the disjoint case, it is possible to pick four triangles whose bipartite graph has exactly 18 edges, showing
that the argument above cannot be improved further without
additional ideas. It is conceivable, however, that finding further restrictions on the bipartite graph may lead to lower the
upper bound.
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Lemma 5 Given four disjoint triangles, the number of
quadruplets that lead to a common tangent is bounded by
78.
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